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Uncle Remus Wikipedia
Uncle Remus is the fictional title character and narrator of a collection of black American folktales compiled and
adapted by Joel Chandler Harris and published in book form in 1881. Harris was a journalist in postReconstruction Atlanta, and he produced seven Uncle Remus books.
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/Uncle-Remus-Wikipedia.pdf
Frank Zappa Uncle Remus
Whoa, are we moving too slow? Have you seen us, Uncle Remus? We look pretty sharp in these clothes (Yes,
we do) Unless we get sprayed with a hose It ain't bad in the day If they squirt it your way
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/Frank-Zappa-Uncle-Remus.pdf
Uncle Remus Tales New Georgia Encyclopedia
The Uncle Remus tales are African American trickster stories about the exploits of Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, and
other "creeturs" that were recreated in black regional dialect by Joel Chandler Harris.Harris, a native of
Eatonton, was a literary comedian, New South journalist, amateur folklorist, southern local-color writer, and
children's author.
http://nightmare.againstmalaria.com/Uncle-Remus-Tales-New-Georgia-Encyclopedia.pdf
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